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 This App is the fastest way to learn bartending! The Video Tutorial shows you the most important movements and exactly how
to implement them. Download: The Bartender: The app that makes bartending fun! Download the Bartender app for free: We
bring you three easy steps of delicious cocktails! We start off with Shaken or Stirred. You'll learn the difference between these

two steps and you'll know which one you need to do next. Next you'll learn the secret behind the most important part of a
cocktail, the Tonic. You'll learn how to shake it and why you shake it. Then you'll learn how to muddle it, which are those

perfect little cubes of fruit and vegetable! Then we move on to the two most important things in a cocktail: Bitters and Shakers.
You'll learn how to make both. Lastly, you'll learn the secret behind the KitchenAid, the mixer that makes the best. Start making

your own amazing cocktails and enjoy what you make! Our experiences at Chelsea Cocktail Club Welcome to our real-time
experience at Chelsea Cocktail Club. We are students from University of Wisconsin Madison and wanted to give a first-hand

account of how we enjoy the club, and what to expect if you are planning on coming too. If you enjoyed the video please
consider hitting the like button and subscribing to our channel. Chelsea Cocktail Club: More from our students: - Tina: - Duke: -
Jake: - Tyler: - Ashwin: Our story: We have been working to create an experience and sharing our journey with others. Watch

our videos, join our discussions, and learn from all of our experiences. Robin: Jake: 520fdb1ae7
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